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Abstract: Online Social Networking System plays an important role in both the modern lifestyle and business models, which 
changes the way we connect with the physical world. It attracts lots of people and hence users drastically enhance day by day. 
The end users of the online social network increase ultimately. So that privacy issues increased in this site which leads to several 
legal issues.  
The millions of people are facing security issue, such as cyber-crimes, device hacked and so on. The intention of this proposed 
project is to investigate risks in this social system and used to analyze the attack activity pattern in the social network. In this 
projects attack detection will be done.  
And also attack prevention is done by this project. So that end user gets alter regarding his account which is available on social 
site. After getting alter user can take action regarding his attack. And also this project will help to block the attack. By using this 
project, the user can trust on social networking system if in case any attack occurs when the system can evaluate it and get alter 
to the user.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 The advancement of technology made man dependent on the Internet for all his needs. The Internet gives man easy access to 
everything, and he doesn’t take efforts for it. Internet is used in almost every sphere with the development of the internet and it's 
related benefits also developed the concept of cyber-crimes.  
Cyber-crimes are committed in different forms. The social network platform affords users both opportunities and risk. Online social 
networking site is the community-based website where the user creates an account in that site extend their relationships with the 
other users of the same site. 
 It is the platform to build social networks among people who have a common interest, attributes and activities. This creates a rising 
issue of security, trust, and privacy-preserving among users. In our modern lifestyle and business models which are significantly 
changing the way we used information, interact to others, and even change the business models across the world. In the past year, 
social network platform, such as Facebook, Twitter, etc. take lots of effort to purge risky social networking practices ensuring users 
safety on social networks.  
The privacy preservation in the social system has been attracting the attention from both academic and industrial communities. This 
issue draws even more attention in recent years.  
The proposed framework is able to help to recommendation system and alike service to identify bloggers; it is unable to do a deeper 
investigation, such as event tracking, social network forensics, timeline matching which are important for risk evaluations.  Attacks 
including security risk analysis, abnormal activities' detection, cyber-crimes, terrorist attack, etc. Most of the users are unaware of 
this attack which is done by an attacker on their account    
 However, when a user profile is compromised the attacker can also spread the scams rapidly. So to avoid all these issues this paper 
is developed. All the attacks and their causes can be detected and the user can get alter regarding his account. It is clear that a good 
model of user activity can be very helpful for analyzing the risks and security threats for the activity patterns in social networks. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 
Fig.2.1  Hierarchical Bayesian risk graph model. 

The social network platform affords users both opportunities and risk. In the past year, social network platform, such as Facebook, 
Twitter, etc. take lots of effort to purge risky social networking practices ensuring users safety on social networks. The privacy 
preservation in the social system has been attracting the attention from both academic and industrial communities. This issue draws 
even more attention in recent years. The proposed framework is able to help to recommendation system and alike service to identify 
bloggers; it is unable to do a deeper investigation, such as event tracking, social network forensics, timeline matching which are 
important for risk evaluations. 
Recently, with the research is done in big data analysis a number of research works have been done on the analysis of forensics in 
social networks. The proposed identification graph can visualize the identify graph based on the social network data without the 
collaboration of the social network operators. 
To analysis the terrorist attack scenario some networks graph is used. However, the proposed methods are unable to dynamically 
analyze the activity pattern on social networks. 
 In the previous research, it investigates associated risks in the social networking system and a Hybrid Bayesian Risk Graph(HBRG) 
model is proposed to analyze the temporal attack activity pattern in social networking. And also to develop hybrid risk analysis 
model in a cyber-physical social system(CPSS), in which a Hidden Markov Model(HMM) is introduced to model the dynamic user 
activities that can cause potential risk.  
The Bayesian risk graph, which can analyze risk faced by both apps and mobile phone systems analyze that user activity patterns by 
using Markov model methods based on the observed data, and a clustering algorithm is proposed that can group users according to 
the interaction behaviors. However, the proposed methods are unable to dynamically analyze the activity pattern on social networks.  

III. PROPOSED WORK 
 Online social networking site gives the user freedom to work in that. So that the risk problem regarding the site is increased. The 
main purpose of developing this project is to analyze this problem. There are several attacks on social networks such as Fake 
followers, fake plugin, Malware, Identify theft, etc.  If any fake follower attack on the authorized user profile then to detect it, in 
this project behavior tracking algorithm is used. This algorithm can track the suspicious patterns which are available in the user’s 
history data set. Along with suspicious patterns, our system will be considered time wise behavioral changes of users using social 
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activities tracked. So that in case of attack the user behavior is track and authorized user get alteration regarding it. In our proposed 
work, we will consider the previous but recent behavior to track suspicious activities which are more helpful for the user, and for the 
system to generate alter. 
 The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithm is also used to detect the suspicious activity of the user. The inner activity wises 
neural network to find out whether the activity is suspicious or not? For example, if the attacker trying to share a private document 
with any user, we will check whether the user is an authorized user to share a selected file using ANN. If there is no possibility that 
the file can be shared to the selected user, the activity can be considered as suspicious activity. So that system can generate 
alteration to the authorized user.  The objective of this project is the enforcement of a strong password policy. This strategy used 
to defend against a targeted attack based on the fact that an attacker will use an automated tool that tries all possible combinations of 
letters, numbers and special characters. The length of the password must be at least 6 characters (the longer password, the more 
difficult to be broken by brute force). The password must include letters (uppercase and lowercase) and numbers. So that it will be 
difficult for the attacker to guess the password.  
Then the Advance Encryption Standards (AES) work for fake attacker is account lockout after 3 failed attempts. If the server detects 
that a user has provided an incorrect password attempt three times since his last login for the same email, the server will temporary 
lock the account and then gives the user another chance to prove his/her identity by displaying a new form acquiring the user to 
answer his/her security question to unlock the account and back again to the login process.  
However, if a user failed to enter the correct answer for the security question three times, the server will decide that the account is 
under brute force attack and will lock it for one day. 
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